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An enchanted relic thought lost for centuries is discovered. Only a dragon-riding priestess and a

skinwalker can stop it from falling into the wrong hands.With wards of protection, Fryda flees

Indham in search of Alfric. The only problem is that he is a skinwalker capable of tearing her limb

from limb. And outside the safety of Indham's walls, she's just one woman against a tide of

skinwalkers.Following a dangerous path, Fryda travel west, to a treasure-filled dragon hold, the

forest stronghold of the realm's most powerful sorcerer, and a mountain city where a deadly witch

queen awaits.Through it all, the mysterious relic known as the dragon soul draws Fryda and Alfric

closer together. But finding each other could mean an ancient conquerer's return to power. And that

would signal the enslavement not only of their world but all those beyond it.If you love the

fast-paced style of Brent Weeks, and the secret histories hidden in Brandon Sanderson's Mistborn,

you'll love The Dragon Soul.The Dragon Soul continues the character drama and reveals more

about the unique world introduced in The Shattered Orb.Start reading Book 2 in the Vagrant Souls

series with just one click!
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I rate this book 5 stars because even if your not happy about it, this story is going to draw you in and

keep a grip on you til you get to the end, but then it's still not going to let you go, it's going to leave

you anxious to find out what's going to happen next and cursing Samuel green because you have to

wait to find out! I found myself so caught up in this story that I was catching myself yelling at the

characters and had to stop on several occasions so I could get myself back to reality before

continuing with this latest installment of the saga and continue as the characters move from one

predicament to the next in this danger filled and tension causing episode of the vagrant souls series.

I recommend this book along with it's predecessor "The Shattered Orb" to anyone looking for a fast

paced nerve gripping danger filled series fraught with gods, magic, and mortals trying to fight and

stay alive as events beyond their control threaten to overtake them at a furious pace that you get to

see through the perception of several different main players of this story. so stop reading reviews

and read this book(after you go back and get the shattered orb first if you haven't already!) and hold

on for the ride! I received an advanced copy of this book for my honest opinion, and honestly i'm

fortunate to have had that opportunity, this was a great book in a great series! go get a copy of your

own, you won't regret it!

This world is divided, much like our own, by those that follow various religious beliefs, based on

Gods who have been imprisoned into orbs and whilst so, the areas thrive and are protected but

when these orbs are destroyed, so are tje peace within the regions. Men are overcome by wraiths,

spirits that change the human body into that of a beast. Basically, the story is to try and prevent the

take over by these beasts. Then new players enter the picture l, each with their own own madman's

idea of Ethiopia.Although a bit blood thirsty l, the struggle of those trying to fight for what they

believe is right, draws you in and you want to know how it all ends.Unfortunately, we will have to

wait for the third book to find the true outcome.I have voluntarily submitted this review after reading

an advanced copy of this book

Fryda refuses to give up her search for her love, Alfric, even though she knows he is a skinwalker.

But Edoma has told her he lives and is different from most skinwalkersÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•that he

maintains awareness and a presence inside the monster, so there is hope. Alfric slowly learns of his

special Talents, after he has lost the pendant, and the reason he still has humanity during the



daylight. It seems he is on a critical quest. Meanwhile, Fryda finds the pendant and then learns of its

amazing value. She too sets out on a perilous quest.Their home has been nearly destroyed by

someone claiming to bring justiceÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦Mr. Green has constructed a deeper version of his

world and draws the reader rapidly within it. The only way out is through it, so brace yourself!

I received this book as an ARC and give this review freely. Wow, what a great story with

adventure/mystery, intrigue, deceit , love,action and fantasy and magic included. I must recommend

you read the shattered orb first as this follows straight on from it and you'd have no idea of what was

going on without reading the first book first. Great plot, well written characters and can't wait for the

next installment!

Gods, Magic and Mortals, who could ask for more. Intriguing story that leaves you hungry for more. I

requested and received an ARC and voluntarily decided to review with my own honest opinions.

The Dragon Soul satisfied my craving for a great dragon/ fantasy read. A perfect addition to Vagrant

Souls series. Love it.

At the beginning of the series it took a little to get into because it felt as if you startesd on the middle

of something. It is well worth reading on, the characters are people you come to know well. I would

compare the character depth to lots of rings.
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